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OBJECTIVE: To address demographic and other variables for Parkinson's disease patients (motor and non motor effects) at baseline for infusion therapies
(subcutaneous apomorphine (APO), intrajejunal levodopa (IJLI) and deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (DBS-STN)) and follow up real life
data across specialist centres in movement disorders in Europe.
BACKGROUND:

METHODS:

•Intrajejunal levodopa infusion (IJLI),
subcutaneous apomorphine infusion (APO) as
well as deep brain stinulation of the nucleus
subthalamicus (DBS-STN) are established
treatments for advanced Parkinson’s disease
(PD) although there are considerable
differences in cost of treatment.
•The Euroinf study1 as well as studies with DBS2
suggest wide variability in parameters affecting
patient selection for these advanced therapies,
as well as a variable outcome.

•Analysis of data registry collecting real life clinical variables in patients with advanced PD undergoing
advanced therapies from a multicenter European network of the MDS non-motor PD study group.
•As part of clinical practice all had assessments of motor (Unified PD Rating Scale: UPDRS III and IV/
Scales for Outcomes in PD: SCOPA-motor and SCOPA-complications), non-motor symptoms (NonMotor Symptoms Scale: NMSS) and quality of life outcomes, (Quality of Life Questionnaire: PDQ-8)
scores as well as demographic variables. Data collected at baseline and at 6 months FU
•Selection of patients for advanced therapies was based on established local pathways and clinician
discretion. Adverse events if any were recorded in the registry noting any relation to therapy.
•Kruskal-Wallis equality-of- populations rank test was used with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for
multiple comparisons.

Table 1:
Demographics
Number

Table 3: Adverse Events with probable relation to treatment (at 6 months as reported by investigators)
DBS-STN (n=42)
Apo (n=43)
IJL (n=44)
Skin Nodules (none required Demyelinating polyneuropathy x 3,
DAWS (depression/ low mood, apathy,
discontinuation)
discontinued x 2
disturbed sleep, hallucinations, confusion) x 4
Failure of therapy and IJLI:
Severe weight loss/malabsorption
Dysarthria x 2
DBS started x 3
syndrome x 7 (1 diagnosed CA colon)
Incident ICD x 2
No ICD’s and ICD resolved in 4
Eyelid opening apraxia x 2
Severe Somnolence x 2
Tube detachment
Cognitive disturbance x 2
(discontinuation x 1)
Peritonitis x 2, 1 death
Suicidal ideation
Skin breakdown over battery site
Loss of taste

Apo
n = 43

Male gender (%) 48.8
Mean Age (yrs)

IJL

DBS-STN

n = 44

n = 42

56.8%

61.9%

62.3 ±10.6 62.7 ±9.1 59.81 ±8.2

Mean duration of 14.0 ±4.5
disease (yrs)
Median H&Y*
Stage 3**

16.1 ±6.7 10.79 ±4.9*
Stage 4** Stage 3**

*significantly different; **more moderate patients in
APO, more severe in IJLI, DBS group has milder HY
Table 2: Relative change
(%) baseline vs. FU
UPDRS-III/ SCOPA-motor

APO

IJLI

DBSSTN
-43.26* -44.79* -34.29*

UPDRS-IV/ SCOPA-comp. -40.84* -56.06* -36.90*
NMSS Domains
Cardiovascular
Sleep/Fatigue

-35.11 -44.64* -51.03
-23.56* -48.23* -44.42*

Mood/Apathy
Perceptual/Hallucinations

-47.00* -24.75* -35.15
-53.97* -44.79* -63.87*

Attention/Memory
Gastrointestinal

-33.98* -25.60* -19.23
-25.12* -55.17* -41.00*

Urinary
Sexual functioning

-12.57* -52.36* -35.64
-24.61 -59.51* -12.35

Miscellaneous
NMSS Total score

-31.08 -33.97* -41.59*
-31.76* -41.01* -39.38*

PDQ-8 Summary index
-29.75* -34.21* -32.81*
+: worsening; -: improvement *Significant: p < 0.027

RESULTS:
• There were no significant differences in age of patients selected for advanced therapies between the
groups, although patients with DBS were slightly younger (see Table 1).
• Duration of PD before advanced treatment was significantly lower (p<0.0004) in DBS (10.7±4.9yrs)
compared to Apo (14.04±4.4 yrs), or IJLI (16±6.7yrs).
• Severity of PD (Hoehn and Yahr stage: HY) showed significantly more severe patients in the IJLI
group, more moderate patients in the APO group and milder patients in the DBS group (p=0.001).
• Motor symptoms: All three therapies showed significant improvement on motor and motor
complication scores measured by UPDRS III and IV or SCOPA-motor and SCOPA comp. (see Table 2).
• Non-Motor Symptoms and Quality of life: The effect of all therapies at FU compared to baseline
showed a significant improvement for all total scores as measured by NMSS and PDQ-8 and an
improvement for all NMSS domains, most of which significant.
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CONCLUSIONS:
• This first real life multicentre survey of Apo infusion vs. IJLI vs. DBS-STN in advanced PD does not include comparative
groups: while the age range of patients selected for advanced therapies was similar across all centres, it appears that DBSSTN group had milder motor PD compared to APO and IJLI therapies, the latter being performed in most severely affected
patients.
• All 3 therapies lead to a significant improvement in Motor scores, NMSS-Total scores and Quality of life measures at 6
months follow up during the observational period.
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